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Abstract 

The recurrence of similar problems caused by human errors in urbanization pro-

cess is common throughout the world. However, the knowledge learnt from these 

problems should become lessons as references for decision-making to avoid the re-

currence of these problems, thus the results of urbanization are sustainable. It is con-

sidered of imperative importance to incorporate the lessons experienced into the deci-

sion-making process in a way that can help foresee the potential problems and take 

proper measures for addressing the problems. There is little existing study on how 

previous lessons are mined and incorporated in foreseeing the potential problems in 

future. The lack of this mining mechanism presents a significant barrier for decision 
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makers to learn from the existing lessons thus to have references of how to make bet-

ter decisions for future urbanization practices. This paper presents a Lessons Mining 

System (LMS) to assist in mining lessons experienced from previous practices. The 

system includes five components, namely, Lessons-case Representation, Lessons-case 

Store, Lessons-case Retrieval, Lessons-case Application, and Lessons-case Update. 

LMS can facilitate decision makers to understand what potential problems might oc-

cur from their current actions by referring to the lessons experienced previously in 

similar circumstances. This understanding can help decision makers take preventive 

measures to mitigate the potential problems. In other words, the use of LMS can send 

alarming messages to decision makers about what possible problematic consequence 

may occur thus they can modify their actions before too late. The establishment of 

LMS is based on Case-based Reasoning (CBR) theory and the similarity matching 

principles. A demonstration of Yangwu Town is presented to show the application of 

the system, and the result shows that the lessons mined can provide valuable refer-

ences for the government of Yangwu Town to improve their decision-making quality. 

 

1. Introduction 

Urbanization generally refers to both the process of population concentration in 

urban areas and the transformation of rural areas into urban areas (Street, 1997; UN, 

2010), and it becomes the driving engine for development in 21
st
 century particularly 

in those developing countries. The world is in the midst of the largest wave of urban-

ization in history (Hodson, 2016; Liu et al., 2017). The reason for this is that urbani-

zation can bring great scale of benefits in multiple dimensions, such as more job op-

portunities and incomes, better education and health conditions, better social integra-

tion, and others (Dye, 2008; Dying, 2009). The presence of these benefits has been 

attracting the constant flow of people from rural to urban areas. According to 

UNDESA (2015), the proportion of urban population in the world has increased from 

29% in 1950 to 55% in 2015. It has been projected that this figure will reach to 70% 



 

 

by 2050, indicating that 6.3 billion people will be living in cities (Ochoa et al., 2018). 

However, it has been widely appreciated that rapid urbanization has already induced 

various problems, such as air and water pollution (Li et al., 2017; Carrascal Incera et 

al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018), traffic congestion (Wang et al., 2017), depletion of culti-

vated land (Marselis et al., 2017), habitat destruction (Malico et al., 2016), the inade-

quate provision of urban shelter, the irrational rise of housing price (Ge, 2017), and 

various types of urban crimes (Alves et al., 2018). These problems present huge chal-

lenges to sustainable urban development. 

Nevertheless, it is not these problems themselves but their recurrences for con-

cerns. Air pollution, for example, is a typical recurring event, which has been result-

ing in multi-type health problems and death of a large number of people around the 

world. Major air pollution events reported include the Meuse Valley fog incident 

caused by exhaust fume emissions from numbers of factories in Belgium in 1930 (Yin 

and Yin, 2013), the Los Angeles photochemical smog episode caused by exhaust gas 

emissions from large number of cars and factories from 1943 to 1970 (Rani et al., 

2011), the American Donora smog incident caused by harmful industrial emissions 

from factories in 1948 (Kamrin, 2014), the Great Smog incident of London caused by 

fume emissions from millions of coal stoves and local factories in 1952 (Zhang et al., 

2014). In fact, the problem of air pollution becomes worse rather than improved in 

many cities around the world.  

Water pollution, for another example, is also a typical recurring problem and has 

been the major reason for multiple types of diseases and ecological problems. Major 

water pollution events reported include the river pollution of Rasht City in Northern 

Iran caused by untreated domestic and industrial wastes (Noorhosseini et al., 2017), 

the water pollution in Bangladesh caused by the lack of effective treatments (Haque, 

2017), the water pollution incidents in China caused by industrial pollutants and 

wastewater emissions (Wen et al., 2016). There are still other types of urban problems 

occurring repeatedly to threat the sustainable development of cities, such as traffic 



 

 

congestion caused by improper urban planning, which has induced huge social, eco-

nomic, and environmental costs in many cities around the world (Christidis and Rivas, 

2012; Alam and Ahmed, 2013; Yu et al., 2017). 

The recurrence of these urban problems is highly associated with the poor deci-

sion quality caused by human errors. They have costed hugely to our societies, and 

the damages from some of these problems are irreversible. Unless these errors are 

learnt as lessons by decision makers and professionals and incorporated to deci-

sion-making process for addressing new problems, the recurrence of problems cannot 

be reduced. Therefore, it is considered valuable to foresee whether a particular type of 

problem may reoccur in a specific urbanization process by referring to the existing 

lessons received in previous similar circumstances. The decision-making quality will 

be improved when these lessons are referred properly, consequently, the huge scale of 

costs for addressing the recurrences of these problems can be saved. 

Previous studies have presented various techniques for understanding how past 

lessons can be used as valuable references to make better decisions. Reason (2000) 

proposed a model called Swiss Cheese Model to assist decision makers in foreseeing 

potential aviation problems by learning previous accident lessons. Servos et al. (2013) 

investigated the lessons from environmental problems by reviewing 58 Global Envi-

ronmental Facility (GEF) projects and suggested measures for decision makers to 

foresee the recurrence of these problems. Mannan and Waldram (2014) pointed out 

that it is important to understand previous the problems and the lessons received in the 

process of decision making when similar types of decisions are to be made, thus the 

recurrence of the problems can be avoided. Zhao et al. (2014) appreciated the im-

portance of lessons learnt from past chemical accidents to help the chemical industry 

reduce the risk of catastrophic accidents in future. Ferjencik and Dechy (2016) con-

cluded that the lessons learnt from the previous accidents in dynamite manufacturing 

plants could help prevent or mitigate those accidents that followed. 

There are several typical research works contributed in examining how lessons 



 

 

can be learnt for foreseeing the potential problems in the context of construction pro-

ject management. Paranagamage et al. (2012) pointed out that there is a lack of 

mechanism in contractors’ practices for recording and reviewing lessons to foresee the 

mistakes of project management. Carrillo et al. (2013) opined that learning and cap-

turing previous lessons can help understand potential problems and contribute to im-

provements in project management performance. Ferrada et al. (2014) argued that the 

potential problems in construction project can be better foreseen if people communi-

cate and share effectively the lessons gained from unsuccessful projects, thus perfor-

mance of future projects can be improved. Duffield and Whitty (2015) investigated 

the adaptation of Swiss Cheese Model by project management organizations and 

demonstrated how past project lessons can be learnt to help foresee the problems in 

implementing the current projects. Ferrada et al. (2016b) introduced the concept of 

lessons-learning in the discipline of construction management and suggested that con-

struction companies can better understand the possible problems in committing future 

projects by learning previous lessons. There are still other studies investigating the 

effectiveness of foreseeing potential problems by employing previous lessons 

(Drupsteen and Hasle, 2014; Labib and Harris, 2015; Eken et al., 2015; Labib and 

Read, 2015; Ferrada et al., 2016a; Love et al., 2016; Dash et al., 2016; Eric Stemna, 

2017; Kim and Rhee, 2017; Suraji, 2003). 

The above discussions demonstrate that the importance of incorporating the pre-

vious lessons for foreseeing the potential problems has been well appreciated, as bet-

ter understanding on potential problems can help improve the quality of decision 

making. However, little study has been conducted in examining the method of how to 

mine previous lessons and how to incorporate these lessons into the decision-making 

process for improving the decision quality. Therefore, this paper aims to develop a 

Lessons Mining System (LMS) which can assist decision makers to mine previous 

lesson cases and help foresee the potential problems in the context of urbanization. 

The system does not seek to inform decision-makers ‘what to do’ but rather provide 



 

 

decision makers with an avenue for understanding ‘what not to do’ in the practice of 

pursuing sustainable urbanization. 

 

2. Research method 

In order to develop a Lessons Mining System (LMS) as described in previous in-

troduction section, the Case-based Reasoning (CBR) technique will be used as a ref-

erence tool. CBR is a method that helps extract the effective solutions adopted previ-

ously in addressing certain type of problems and apply these solutions as deci-

sion-making references to solve a new problem (Yang and Wang, 2009). The method 

is widely used in many fields for decision making (Chen et al., 2016a; Zhang and Dai, 

2018), problems diagnosis (Gu et al., 2017; Tung et al., 2010), products design (Yang 

and Chen, 2011; Shen et al., 2017a), and business management (Carmona et al., 2013; 

Sartori et al., 2016). 

CRB is not in a form of a quantitative model, instead, it is composed of five 

functional actions, namely, Represent, Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, and Retain (5R), 

which form a cyclical model (Finnie and Sun, 2003), as shown in Figure 1. 

Problem New Case
Similar Case

(Past Case)

Solved Case

(Suggested solution)

Tested Repaired Case

(Confirmed solution)

Learned Case Case Base

Represent Retrieve

Reuse

Revise

Retain

 

Figure 1. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) cycle 

“Represent” is to structure the information about an existing case into three ele-

ments: problem, solutions and outcome. The information about these three elements 

needs to be organized and stored in a structured case base. 



 

 

“Retrieve” is to mine the cases from the case base that are most relevant to a 

concerned case (target case) through a matching process. 

“Reuse” is to identify the solutions embodied in the retrieved cases, which will 

be adopted as most valuable reference for making decision to address the problems in 

the target case. 

“Revise” is to modify the solutions identified from the case base to ensure that 

the modified solution can be implemented effectively in the target case. 

“Retain” is to store the target case in the case base as a new case, which contrib-

utes to the development of the cases in the case base. 

CBR helps mine the solutions from the cases in the case base, and these cases are 

usually referred as solution cases which can be used as effective references for mak-

ing decisions to solve new problems. However, the case base attached to CBR does 

not include lesson cases. CBR method therefore cannot help understand what triggers 

the occurrence of the problematic consequences, thus cannot help foresee the potential 

problems in on-going practices. In other words, CBR focuses on the resolution of ex-

isting problems and lacks attention on how to avoid the recurrence of these problems. 

There is no doubt that the avoidance of problems will save a lot of cost than the reso-

lution of these problems occurred. In this study, the CBR infrastructure will therefore 

be reshaped into a new architecture, namely, LMS, that can help foresee the potential 

problems by referring to the lessons mined from previous experiences. A demonstra-

tion case will be designated and used to show the application of LMS. 

 

3. The architecture of Lessons Mining System (LMS) 

Lessons are often defined as valid knowledge which is learnt from problems or 

failures (Dash et al., 2016; Pittman et al., 2014). There are two typical approaches to 

learn lessons from problems: by applying a quantitative lessons learning model 

(Reason, 2000; Duffield and Whitty, 2015; Labib and Read, 2015), or by creating a 

lessons-case database (Eken et al., 2015). The effectiveness of employing a quantita-



 

 

tive model in generating lessons has been criticized (Pritchett, 1976), whilst learning 

lessons by creating a lessons-case database is considered feasible and effective 

(Mannan and Waldram, 2014). 

By referring to the CBR infrastructure presented in Figure 1, the LMS architec-

ture is proposed, as shown in Figure 2. LMS includes five elementary components: 

Lessons-case Representation, Lessons-case Store, Lessons-case Retrieval, Les-

sons-case Application, and Lessons-case Update. 

Lessons-case Representation

Urbanization Lessons Database 

(ULD)

Lessons case 1

  

  Lessons-information structure

Lessons-case coding

User Interface (UI)

Input

User Interface (UI)

Output

User

User

Lessons-information collection

Lessons-case Store

Lessons case 2

Lessons case i

Lessons-case Retrieval

Building up matching mechanism

Generating outputs

Inputting features

Lessons-case Update

Integrating

Identifying

Lessons-case Application

Formulating action plans

Foreseeing problems

 

Figure 2. The architecture of Lessons Mining System (LMS) 

 

3.1 Lessons-case Representation 

Lessons-case Representation in LMS is to define the way in which these lesson 

cases are organized, including the definition of individual cases and the way the defi-

nition information is presented in case base. The specific activities of Lessons-case 

Representation are elaborated as follows. 

Lessons-information collection 

The implementation of LMS is based on the collection of sufficient lesson in-

formation associating with various problems in urbanization process. For this purpose, 



 

 

a comprehensive literature review was conducted on the sources where various les-

sons of urban problems are reported. The sources used in this study are listed in Table 

1.  

 

Table 1. The major sources for collecting lesson information associating with urban problems 

Sources Details of information sources 

Books Ma et al. (2004); Barria and Thajchayapong (2011); Shapiro (2012). 

Journal papers 

Alam and Ahmed (2013); Black (2003); Brook (2008); Cao et al. (2011); 

Chen et al. (2016b); Chen et al. (2013); Christidis and Rivas (2012); 

Contreras and Ferri (2016); Dockery et al. (1993). 

Regional reports European Commission (Revel, 2011). 

National reports 
The Government of China (Xinhua, 2017), the Central Pollution Control 

Board in India (Bhawan and Nagar, 2015). 

City reports 

Xingtai City in China (Zhang et al., 2015), Mexico City (Moreno et al., 

2008), Ulaanbaatar City in Mongolia (Amarsaikhan et al., 2014), Tirana 

City in Albania (Mandija and Zoga, 2012), Delhi City in India (Singh and 

Peshin, 2014). 

Lessons-information structure 

The lesson information collected need to be properly structured. The information 

for describing a lesson case must be accurate and concise, and the redundant infor-

mation need to be removed. The information for a lesson case is structured into three 

parts: (1) a scenario description of the lesson case; (2) a description of the problem 

category; and (3) a description of the lessons learnt from the problem. The three 

components of a lesson case are highlighted in Figure 3. 



 

 

A urbanization lessons case

Scenario description

 Environmental: landform, climate 

 Economic: income, finance 

 Social: education, health, population 

 Governance: transparent, accountable 

Problem description

 Air pollution

 Water pollution

 Traffic congestion 

 Depletion of cultivated land

 Habitat destruction

 Irrational rise of urban housing price

 Urban crimes

  

Lessons

 Insufficient government investment

 Excessive acquisition of farming land

 Inadequate assessment on urban carrying 

capacity

 Housing shortage for rural-urban migrant

 Inappropriate urban planning

  

 

Figure 3. The structure of a lesson case 

The description of the lesson scenario is to reveal the real situation in which the 

problems occurred. The scenario will be expressed by using a set of principal feature 

variables and their corresponding values. For example, as shown in Figure 3, the fea-

ture variables for describing a lesson case include four dimensions, namely, environ-

mental characteristics such as landform and climate; economic performance such as 

income and finance; social development such as public education and health; and 

governance performance such as policy transparence and accountability (Shen et al., 

2011; Zhang, 2016; Shen et al., 2017c; Shen et al., 2018; de Jong et al., 2015; Shen et 

al., 2017b). These four-dimension feature variables are described by four types of 

formats, including crisp symbol, crisp number, interval number, and fuzzy linguistic 

variable (Shen et al., 2017b). For example, “Crisp number” is used to measure urban 

population by a definite value of “2000 thousand”. 

The description of problem category is to facilitate the access to each individual 

lesson case. Typical problems associating to urbanization are classified, for example, 

as shown in Figure 3, air and water pollution, traffic congestion, depletion of culti-

vated land, habitat destruction, the irrational rise of housing price, and urban crimes 

(Li et al., 2017; Carrascal Incera et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017; 

Marselis et al., 2017; Malico et al., 2016; Ge, 2017; Alves et al., 2018). 

The lessons learnt from the occurrence of problems should be described in the 

way that can reveal the human errors triggering the problems and alert decision mak-



 

 

ers not to commit the errors again. The representation of these lessons should enable 

effective learning about those human errors committed previously. For example, as 

shown in Figure 3, these lessons can be insufficient government investment, excessive 

acquisition of farming land, inadequate assessment on urban carrying capacity, hous-

ing shortage for rural-urban migrant, inappropriate urban planning (den Hartog et al., 

2018; Chan et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2018; Bayulken and Huisingh, 2015; Puppim de 

Oliveira, 2013; Hu et al., 2016; Fenton et al., 2015). 

Lessons-case coding 

Whilst the representation of a lesson case is guided by the three-components 

structure shown in Figure 3, each component will be indexed by the corresponding 

parameters, which are named as scenario parameter, problem parameter, and lessons 

parameter. Figure 4 demonstrates the parameter-coding structure in LMS. 

Lessons Case i P2: Problem parameter

P2-1

P2-2

P2-k

  

  

P1: Scenario parameter

P1-1

P1-2

P1-j

  

  

P3: Lessons parameter

P3-1

P3-2

P3-g

  

  

I1

I2

Im

  

  

 

Figure 4. Parameter Coding Structure in LMS 

In Figure 4, each type of parameters is defined by a group of feature variables. 

For example, the scenario parameter (P1) is defined by the feature variables of envi-

ronmental characteristic, landform and climate, and others. Each feature variable cor-

responds to a unique code, for example, environmental characteristic is denoted by the 



 

 

code P1-1, landform and climate is denoted by the code P1-2. The level of perfor-

mance by each feature variable will be linked to the indicators that measure urbaniza-

tion performance in different perspectives, as shown in Figure 4. The urbanization 

performance indicators are coded as I1, I2, … Im. 

 

3.2 Lessons-case Store 

In referring to Figure 2, the second elementary component of LMS is to store the 

represented lesson cases in Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD). These represented 

lesson cases were standardized by indicators, parameters, semantic relations, and in-

dex pointers in ULD, as shown in Figure 5. Specific lesson cases in ULD can be in-

dexed according to the values of indicators and parameters. 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11 I12

Parameter-1 Parameter-2 Parameter-3 Parameter-4 Parameter-5

Categories of scenario, problem and lessons 

Lesson case i Lesson case j

Assessment Indexes

Categorization Indexes

Disparity Indexes

Extraction Indexes

 

Figure 5. ULD index structure adapted from Shen et al. (2013) 

There are four types of indexes in Figure 5:  

(1) links from the performance indicators to parameters, named “assessment in-

dexes”;  

(2) links from parameters to categories of scenario, problem and lessons, named 

“categorization indexes”; 

(3) links from categories of scenario, problem and lessons to the stored lesson 

cases, named “extraction indices”; 

(4) links between the lesson cases, called “disparity indices”. 



 

 

By using the four types of indexes, similar types of lesson cases can be grouped 

into one category by a group name. The individual cases within a same group form a 

hierarchy according to the degree of their memberships in the group. Different groups 

are inter-linked by a semantic network. The indexed structure of LMS can interpret a 

lesson case in semantic and pragmatic criteria, instead of purely syntactic ones. 

 

3.3 Lessons-case Retrieval 

Lessons-case Retrieval is to mine lesson cases by establishing a matching mech-

anism between the stored lesson cases in ULD and the target case specified by the 

LMS user (decision maker). According to Figure 2, Lessons-case Retrieval includes 

three processes, namely, inputting features, building up matching mechanism, gener-

ating outputs. 

Inputting features 

In the process of inputting features, the LMS user will refer to the target scenario 

and confirm the feature information of the scenario. The target scenario is a specific 

practice for which the LMS user wants to foresee the possible problems from the 

practice. The target scenario is described by feature variables and the values of these 

feature variables are given or defined by the user through the User Interface (UI). By 

following the UI, the user will be asked to select specifications of the feature variables 

that can best describe the scenario. For example, the value of landform can be hills, 

plains, plateaus, basins, etc. 

Building up the matching mechanism 

Matching mechanism is to help match the target scenario with the lesson cases in 

ULD. In order to establish this matching mechanism, there are two research activities: 

the calculation of global similarity between the target scenario and all the stored les-

son cases, the designation of matching coefficient for filtering out those lesson cases 

which have lower similarity to the target scenario. 



 

 

Local-Global method (Cheng and Ma, 2015) is used to calculate the global simi-

larity. For this purpose, firstly, the local similarity between target scenario and all in-

dividual lesson cases in ULD will be calculated in referring to each feature variables 

which are described in crisp symbol (Guo et al., 2011; Castro et al., 2009), or interval 

number format (Slonim and Schneider, 2001), or fuzzy linguistic format(Shiu and Pal, 

2004). Secondly, the global similarity between target scenario and each individual 

lesson cases will be calculated by applying the weighted local similarities (Shen et al., 

2017a).  

Furthermore, a matching coefficient (α) needs to be designated for selecting the 

useful lesson cases from ULD. The designation of α is based on the user’s preferences 

and specific circumstance. Those individual lesson cases in ULD whose global simi-

larity values with the target scenario are less than the designated matching coefficient 

(α) will not be shown on the User Interface (UI). 

Generating outputs 

By applying the matching coefficient, the lesson cases that the system user 

wishes to refer to will be mined and generated. There may be a number of mined les-

son cases, thus it is necessary to establish the ranks between the cases in order to dif-

ferentiate the suitability of each mined case for reference. The rank will be established 

according to the global similarity, and the top cases are considered to be able to pro-

vide more valuable references for making decisions in response to the target scenario. 

On the other hand, the number of mined cases should be sufficient in order to provide 

effective information, and this can be achieved by adjusting the value of matching co-

efficient. 

 

3.4 Lessons-case Application 

According to the model Lesson-case Application in Figure 2, the mined lesson 

cases will provide users with two major functions: 

Foreseeing potential problems 



 

 

Following the Lessons-case Retrieval process in section 3.3, a number of urban-

ization lesson cases will be mined and ranked in referring to the features of the target 

scenario. These mined cases have experienced various types of problems, coded by P2 

in LMS. The LMS user can foresee whether these problems will occur to the target 

scenario for which he is addressing. In the context of urbanization practice, the LMS 

can help decision makers or practitioners in a specific urban environment to foresee 

the potential problems, if any. This assessment will allow the decision makers imple-

ment precautionary measures to avoid the reoccurrence of these problems. 

Formulating action plans 

The lessons learnt from each mined lesson case provide important references for 

the LMS user to make better decisions, thus these problems embodied in the mined 

cases will not occur in the target scenario. As these mined lessons are different in na-

ture, such as human errors, natural disasters and others, the user can formulate differ-

ent action plans. As these action plans are designated based on the lessons learnt un-

der similar circumstances, their good effectiveness in application is expected. In other 

words, the implementation of these action plans can reduce the possibility of the re-

occurrence of problems in the future urbanization development. 

 

3.5 Lessons-case Update 

According to the model in Figure 2, the function of Lessons-case Update is to 

integrate new lessons into the ULD. When new problems are encountered in future 

practices, the lessons from these new problems should be properly examined and de-

scribed for the inclusion in ULD. In order to avoid the repetition of similar lessons in 

ULD, it is necessary to filter these new lessons before integrating them in the database 

by using the established parameter indexes. Only these lessons which have different 

values in these parameters are stored as new lesson cases. Accordingly, the ULD will 

be updated. 

 



 

 

4. Demonstration 

In this section, a demonstration is used to show the procedures of applying the 

introduced LMS by users (decision makers). In applying the system LMS, the users 

can foresee the potential problems by referring previous lesson cases and implement 

proper actions for avoiding the reoccurrence of the related problems in the practice of 

urbanization. The process of the demonstration is illustrated in Figure 6, in which the 

target scenario is named Yangwu Town (C0), located in Guizhou province in China. 

The scenario case has abundant natural resources, such as land resources, and various 

kinds of agricultural and forestry products. The government of this town is developing 

the township by infrastructure construction and industrial upgrading and wishes to 

know the potential problems if any from such development. 

The inputs of feature variables 

According to the description of lesson scenario in section 3.1, as shown in Figure 

6, there are four dimensions in describing the scenario of a lesson case: environmental, 

economic, social and governmental dimensions. Each dimension is described by mul-

tiple scenario parameters. In this demonstration, eleven feature variables are identified 

in four dimensions. These feature variables are coded accordingly, as shown in Figure 

6. For example, the feature variable “gross output value of primary industry” is coded 

as P1-1, the feature variable “gross output value of tertiary industry” is coded as P1-2, 

the feature variable “per capita disposable income of permanent residents” is coded as 

P1-3, etc. The values of these variables need to be provided by the government of 

Yangwu Town (C0). For demonstration, the values of these variables are set as follows: 

P1-1= 19.86, P1-2= 31.50, P1-3= 0.97, as shown in Figure 6. 

Lessons-case retrieval 

In Figure 6, the Lessons-case Retrieval process is conducted by matching the 

target scenario with all the stored lesson cases in ULD. In this demonstration, ten les-

son cases are stored in the ULD, including Jianggao Town (C1), Dalucao Town (C2), 

Yaoshan Town (C3), Boguo Town (C4), Hengdian Town (C5), Shengze Town (C6), 



 

 

Yanjiao Town (C7), Lushi Town (C8), Jichang Town (C9), Nanming Town (C10). The 

values of the variables in each individual scenario of lesson cases are illustrated in 

Figure 6. 

In this demonstration, all the feature variables are measured in the format of crisp 

number. According to the methods described in Section 3.3, the local similarity be-

tween the target scenario and lesson cases in ULD is measured by calculating the dis-

tance between the values of the two crisp numbers. The shorter the distance, the more 

similar the lesson case is considered to the targeted scenario. The local similarity can 

be obtained through the following formula (Guo et al., 2011; Castro et al., 2009): 

 im                                      ,         ,     ∈   ,               

where  im            is the similarity between lesson case Ci and targeted case C0 in 

regard to the numerical feature Pj.   and   are the lower and upper bounds of the 

range, respectively. 

The global similarity between the target scenario and lesson cases in ULD can be 

obtained by integrating local similarity of all features: 

 im    ,     
 

  
      im   

  
,  

  
 

  

   

           

Where  im          denotes the global similarity between the lesson case Ci and 

target case C0.  im   
  
   

  
  denotes the local similarity between lesson case Ci and 

target scenario C0 in regard to the identified features which can be obtained by using 

equations (1).    denotes the weighting value of feature Pj. The weighting of each 

feature variable in this demonstration will be determined by using the Equal Weight 

(EW) method, the value of    is equal to 1.0. As a result, the calculations on similar-

ity are listed in Table 2. 

For demonstration, the value of the matching coefficient   is designated as 0.7. 

By applying this matching coefficient, all the individual lesson cases in ULD whose 

global similarity to Yangwu Town are less than 0.7 will not be shown on the User In-



 

 

terface (UI). As a result, the following lesson cases are mined: C2 (  = 0.8734), C3 (  

= 0.8849), C4 (  = 0.7008), C8 (  = 0.7897), C9 (  = 0.8306), C10 (  = 0.8593). 

Ranking between the mined lesson cases 

The mined cases are ranked according to their global similarity degree with the 

target scenario, and the results are shown in Figure 6. For example, Yaoshan Town (C3) 

ranks first with the global-similarity value of 0.8849.



 

 

 Global similarity: 0.8849

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Low 

income by residents

Lessons
 P3-1: Irrational land use planning.

 P3-2: Lack of effective land-transfer 

policies.

 P 3 - 3 :  Lack of supervision 

mechanism about land use.

 Global similarity: 0.8734

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Less GDP

Lessons
 P 3 -1 : Ambiguous definition on 

township industry orientation. There 

are many industries in the town, 

including agriculture, aquaculture, 

and construction materials, but there 

is a lack of competitive industries.

Second Case (C2: Dalucao Town)

Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD)

The scenario of Jichang town (C9)

 P1-1=21.37, P1-2=4.07

P1-3=0.85, P1-4=2.25

P1-5=8.5, P1-6=134

P1-7=34.3, P1-8=110

P1-9=44.9, P1-10=106

P1-11=34.9

The scenario of Yaoshan town (C3)

 P1-1=11.14, P1-2=9.86

P1-3=0.50, P1-4=1.03

P1-5=20.8, P1-6=240

P1-7=32.7, P1-8=110

P1-9=62.9, P1-10=76

P1-11=65.4

The scenario of Nanming town (C10)

 P1-1=14.38, P1-2=2.12

P1-3=0.73, P1-4=2.20

P1-5=28.4, P1-6=181

P1-7=92.8, P1-8=221

P1-9=82.9, P1-10=59

P1-11=100.0

The scenario of Dalucao town (C2)

 P1-1=10.76, P1-2=1.99

P1-3=1.20, P1-4=1.84

P1-5=17.2, P1-6=117

P1-7=16.3, P1-8=96

P1-9=50.4, P1-10=95

P1-11=83.2

The scenario of Boguo town (C4)

 P1-1=15.88, P1-2=59.79

P1-3=2.44, P1-4=9.87

P1-5=54.6, P1-6=234

P1-7=52.5, P1-8=212

P1-9=48.2, P1-10=354

P1-11=38.1

The scenario of Lushi town (C8)

 P1-1=35.20, P1-2=1.17

P1-3=1.57, P1-4=2.69

P1-5=19.3, P1-6=182

P1-7=84.4, P1-8=347

P1-9=87.3, P1-10=88

P1-11=53.2

User Interface (UI)

Scenario features

Input

Target scenario of Yangwu town

P1-1=19.86, P1-2=31.50, P1-3=0.97, P1-4=1.88, P1-5=11.7, 

P1-6=235, P1-7=42.5, P1-8=150, P1-9=80.1, P1-10=92, P1-11=88.1

Calculation of the similarity 

between target scenario and 

lesson cases scenario

The inputs of feature variables Lessons-case Retrieval Ranking between the mined lesson cases

Lessons
 P 3 - 1 : Local resources endowment 

has not been utilized effectively, 

such as tourism resources.

 P 3 - 2 :  Ignorance of the quality of 

agricultural products. This products 

are not competitive in the market.

Economic Features

 P1-1: Gross output value of primary industry (Ten million yuan)

 P1-2: Gross output value of tertiary industry (Ten million yuan)

 P1-3: Per capita disposable income of permanent residents (Ten 

thousand Yuan)

Social Features

 P1-4: Resident population (Ten thousand)

 P1-5: Urbanization rate (%)

 P1-6: Highway mileage (km)

Environmental Features

 P1-7: Distance to the main city (km)

 P1-8: The total area (km2)

 P1-9: Forest cover rate (%)

Governance Features

 P1-10: Number of civil servant (Person)

 P1-11: Undergraduate ratio of civil servant (%)

User Interface (UI)

 Global similarity: 0.8593

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Low 

income by residents

Lessons
 P 3 -1:  Lack of advanced planting 

techniques. The town depends on 

the development of the primary 

industry, including planting and 

breeding, and these industries are 

still in their infancy.

Third Case (C10: Nanming Town)

 Global similarity: 0.8306

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Large 

amounts of abandoned 

land

Fourth Case (C9: Jichang Town)

 Global similarity: 0.7897

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): 

Inconvenient traffic

Fifth Case (C8: Lushi Town)

Lessons
 P 3 -1 :  The town is far from the 

central city, and the central city 

cannot drive the development of the 

town.

 P 3 - 2 :  The town is surrounded by 

high mountains, the cost of 

developing its own transportation 

infrastructure is huge.

 Global similarity: 0.7008

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Labor 

force loss

Sixth Case (C4: Boguo Town)

Lessons
 P3-1: Less suitable jobs for young 

workforce in the town.

 P3-2: Worse education and medical 

care in the town.

The scenario of Jianggao town (C1)

 P1-1=95.24, P1-2=368.20

P1-3=3.87, P1-4=19.62

P1-5=75, P1-6=2415

P1-7=10.0, P1-8=102

P1-9=32.1, P1-10=375

P1-11=98.0

The scenario of Shengze town (C6)

 P1-1=39.02, P1-2=2000.01

P1-3=8.96, P1-4=50.03

P1-5=87, P1-6=2841

P1-7=20.1, P1-8=150

P1-9=38.2, P1-10=414

P1-11=99.2

The scenario of Hengdian town (C5)

 P1-1=4.10, P1-2=718.12

P1-3=3.92, P1-4=8.97

P1-5=63, P1-6=2343

P1-7=18.3, P1-8=121

P1-9=46.1, P1-10=381

P1-11=94.1

The scenario of Yanjiao town (C7)

 P1-1=21.10, P1-2=480.05

P1-3=2.12, P1-4=80.02

P1-5=73, P1-6=2256

P1-7=25.2, P1-8=108

P1-9=31.2, P1-10=384

P1-11=89.3

First Case (C3: Yaoshan Town)

 

Figure 6. Lessons-mining demonstration 



 

 

Table 2. The global similarity between target scenario and all the lesson cases in ULD 

Lesson cases 

Similarity 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

Local similarity 

P1-1 0.1729 0.9002 0.9044 0.9563 0.8271 0.7899 0.9874 0.8316 0.9834 0.9399 

P1-2 0.8316 0.9852 0.9892 0.9858 0.6565 0.0152 0.7756 0.9848 0.9863 0.9852 

P1-3 0.6576 0.9730 0.9441 0.8368 0.6513 0.0559 0.8641 0.9286 0.9864 0.9714 

P1-4 0.7754 0.9995 0.9893 0.8998 0.9103 0.3907 0.0108 0.9898 0.9953 0.9959 

P1-5 0.1936 0.9299 0.8841 0.4545 0.3439 0.0408 0.2191 0.9032 0.9592 0.7873 

P1-6 0.1997 0.9567 0.9982 0.9996 0.2263 0.0433 0.2581 0.9805 0.9629 0.9801 

P1-7 0.6075 0.6836 0.8816 0.8792 0.7041 0.7283 0.7886 0.4988 0.8973 0.3925 

P1-8 0.8175 0.7935 0.8470 0.7639 0.8891 1.0000 0.8394 0.2436 0.8472 0.7285 

P1-9 0.1429 0.4714 0.6941 0.4386 0.3929 0.2500 0.1250 0.8750 0.3732 0.9482 

P1-10 0.2028 0.9915 0.9549 0.2620 0.1859 0.0930 0.1775 0.9887 0.9606 0.9071 

P1-11 0.8464 0.9232 0.6467 0.2320 0.9078 0.8310 0.9846 0.4624 0.1843 0.8157 

Global similarity  0.4953 0.8734 0.8849 0.7008 0.6087 0.3853 0.5482 0.7897 0.8306 0.8593 

 

 



 

 

5. Discussion 

The above demonstration suggests that the introduced system LMS is applica-

ble and can assist decision-makers in foreseeing the potential problems if any from 

the current urbanization practice by mining previous lessons. These lessons are im-

portant references for designing better decision to promote sustainable urbanization. 

The key procedures in using the system can be highlighted as follows: 

Building up an adequate database. The demonstration case highlights the im-

portance of building up an adequate Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD) where 

there must be sufficient number of lesson cases recorded. This way can ensure that 

valuable information will be mined for decision references. The lesson cases can be 

selected from official databases, reports, and journal papers. For example, the lesson 

cases can be extracted from the Lessons Learnt Database (LLD) designed for con-

struction companies and projects (Ferrada et al., 2016a; Eken et al., 2015). 

Data input for feature variables about the target scenario. In order to effec-

tively mine lessons, the system users must input adequate information about their 

own cases (target case). For example, the Yangwu town government in the demon-

stration case must be clear about the scenario it encounters and input the values of 

case parameters, such as gross output value of primary industry, gross output value 

of tertiary industry, per capita disposable income of permanent residents, resident 

population, urbanization rate, etc. 

Establishing the match mechanism between the target scenario and all the rec-

orded lesson cases in the database ULD. For establishing the proper matching 

mechanism, the key issue is to ensure the adequacy of similarity calculation. The 

calculation in this study is based on the Local-Global method. It is therefore consid-

ered that the matching process built in LMS is reliable. 

Foreseeing the potential problems and planning proper actions. The mined 

lesson cases are important references for decision makers to foresee the potential 

problems from the urbanization practices they are addressing. For example, in the 



 

 

above demonstration, the major problems experienced by the top-three mined cases 

is related to weak performance of economy, such as low income by township resi-

dents in Yaoshan Town and Nanming Town, and less GDP in Dalucao Town. There-

fore, it is considered that these problems are likely to reoccur in the target scenario 

of Yangwu. The government of Yangwu Town should be aware that the low-income 

problem by residents in Yaoshan Town may lead to serious consequences, such as 

poverty by the residents, and fiscal deficit by the local government. There is no 

doubt that the cost of solving these serious consequences is huge. On the other hand, 

the lessons provided by the mined lesson cases would facilitate decision makers to 

take proper measures for addressing the problems foreseen to target scenario. For the 

case of the demonstration, the lessons provided by the top-three mined lesson cases 

include “Local resources endowment has not been utilized effectively, such as tour-

ism resources”, “Ignorance of the quality of agricultural products”, “Ambiguous 

definition on township industry orientation”, and “Lack of advanced planting tech-

niques”. It is considered that Yangwu Town will be presented with the problem of 

weak economy if similar kinds of human errors are committed. Therefore, the gov-

ernment of Yangwu Town is advised to implement proper policies in advance, such 

as enabling the effective utilization of resources endowment, recruiting experts to 

help famers in the process of agricultural production, attracting talents to assume the 

role of consults for making better township planning for adjusting the local industry 

structure, and developing township jointly with external investors. 

 

6. Conclusions 

This paper introduces the system LMS as a new mechanism for foreseeing the 

potential problems in a specific urbanization practice by referring to the previous 

lessons learnt. The application of the LMS will generate these valuable lessons 

learnt previously thus can support decision-making process in developing better ac-

tions for practicing sustainable urbanization. In other words, the decision has better 



 

 

quality in producing measures to ensure that the previous problems will not happen 

again in the practice where the decision makers are facing because that the decision 

is based on sufficient lessons learnt under similar circumstances. Without this les-

sons mining mechanism, previous lessons cannot be truly learnt, thus many prob-

lems have been recurring in practice. The demonstration in the paper tells that the 

system is effective and applicable. 

LMS opens the door to the lessons sharing on the urban problems or failure 

practices. It represents an innovative mechanism in conducting research in the disci-

pline of sustainable urbanization. This mechanism enables to carry out comparative 

analysis on a wide range of past lesson practices, thus obtain valuable information to 

assist decision-makers in formulating better actions for promoting sustainable ur-

banization. The application of the system LMS enables to foresee potential problems 

from the current urbanization practice. 

The limitations of LMS in its current stage are implicit in its Urbanization Les-

sons Database (ULD), which included limited number of lesson cases for empirical 

evidence. It is appreciated that empirical lesson cases, particularly about the out-

come from the implementations of lessons-learnt decisions to new scenarios, cannot 

be easily obtained. It is therefore the intention of this research team to extend the 

research to empirical study in the future. 
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Dear Editor, 

We would like to resubmit our previous rejected manuscript with NO. “JCLEPRO-D-18-02875” 

for possible publication. Based on the suggestions of Dr. Berge and the comments of three 

reviewers, we have intensively revised the manuscript. The detailed corrections are listed below in 

our Response to Reviewers’ Comments. We hope the revised manuscript now is suitable for your 

journal. 

The new revised manuscript is entitled “A lessons mining system for searching references to 

support decision making towards sustainable urbanization”. We believe that the following 

aspects of this manuscript will make it interesting to general readers of your journal. The 

recurrence of similar problems caused by human errors in urbanization process present a huge 

challenge to achieving sustainable urban development. The knowledge learnt from these problems 

should become lessons and should be applied to avoid the recurrence of these problems. A Lessons 

Mining System (LMS) is proposed. LMS can facilitate decision-makers to foresee the potential 

problems thus take proper measures for addressing the problems. And a demonstration of Yangwu 

Town is used to show the application of the system. 

We wish it to be considered for publication in “Journal of Cleaner Production”. No conflict of 

interest exits in the submission of this manuscript, and manuscript is approved by all authors for 

publication. I would like to declare on behalf of my co-authors that the work described was 

original research that has not be published previously, and not under consideration for elsewhere, 

in whole or in part. 

We deeply appreciate your consideration of our resubmission, and we look forward to receiving 

comments from the reviewers. If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to contact me at the 

address below. 

Yours sincerely, 

Liyin Shen 

 

Address: School of Construction Management and Real Estate, Chongqing University, No.174 

Shazheng Street, Shapingba District, Chongqing, PR China 

Tel: +86 15823335713 

Email: shenliyincqu@163.com 
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Response to Reviewers’ Comments 

 

Dear Editor, 

 

Thank you for considering our research manuscript and giving us the opportunity to 

resubmit the manuscript in Journal of Cleaner Production. Special thanks are to the 

editor and reviewers for giving us constructive comments and suggestions for revision. 

These comments are very helpful for us to revise and improve the quality of the paper. 

We have studied all the reviewers’ comments carefully and have made corrections and 

improvements accordingly. We hope that the revised manuscript meets the 

requirements. 

 

Many thanks and best regards! 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Liyin Shen 

Professor 

School of Construction Management and Real Estate, Chongqing University 

Email: shenliyincqu@163.com 
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Please find our responses to reviewers’ comments as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reviewer 1： 

No Comment Response 

1 

This paper seeks to fill a literature gap by 

creating an architecture of Lessons Mining 

System (LeMS) to assist in gaining 

knowledge from previously failed sustainable 

urbanization practices.  

Thanks for the reviewer’s comment. The research aims have been further clarified in the 

introduction section in the revised manuscript. This paper aims to develop a Lessons 

Mining System (LMS) which can assist decision makers to retrieve previous lesson 

cases to help foresee the potential problems if any in their current urbanization process, 

thus proper measures can be taken for addressing these problems. 

2 

This paper appears to be the reciprocal of 

Shen et al. (2013), which was heavily cited 

and openly referenced throughout. When 

asked to review this manuscript for the 

prestigious Journal of Cleaner Production, I 

was initially happy to do as sustainable 

urbanization is a research area of mine. 

Furthermore, machine learning-based 

decision-making tools are also viewed as 

important in making progress towards 

sustainability. Unfortunately, my excitement 

for this paper was short-lived due to its 

Thanks to reviewer’s constructive comments. The original idea of this paper is from 

Experience Mining System (ExMS) introduced by Shen et al. (2013). However, the 

Lessons Mining System (LMS) of this paper is a new method which is based on the 

Case-based Reasoning (CBR), this has been further clarified in research method section, 

details of revision can be found in the revised paper.  



relatively lack of innovation or improvement 

from Shen et al. (2013) original work in a 

lower-status journal. 

3 

Additionally, I was not impressed with how 

poorly the paper was written given the 

prestige of Journal of Cleaner Production. 

Additionally, although structured okay, the 

manuscript is not clear or direct, is 

inconsistent, and lacks the writing quality 

expected from five corroborating authors. 

Thanks to reviewer’s comments. Good efforts have been devoted to improving the 

writing quality by inviting assistance of an English native speaker. The presentation of 

the paper has been carefully polished. Careful proof-reading work has been done 

through the full paper. Details of the revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 

4 

Specifically, the literature should set up the 

study and provide an overview of urban 

problems, which suggest the importance of 

doing the study. Rather, this paper went into 

detail regarding air and water pollution and 

skimmed others. 

The authors appreciate reviewer’s constructive suggestions. The introduction section in 

the revised paper presents an overview of urban problems as comprehensive as possible, 

which include air and water pollution, traffic congestion, depletion of cultivated land, 

habitat destruction, the irrational rise of housing price, urban crimes and so on. All these 

urban problems are supported by literatures. And it is emphasized that it is not these 

problems themselves but their recurrences should cause concerns and be prevented. 

5 
It also suggested its importance by name 

dropping Shen et al. (2013) in the abstract. 

Thanks to reviewer’s comment. This expression has been deleted in the abstract in the 

revised manuscript. 



6 

I was also shocked that only a “hypothetical 

demonstration is used to show the application 

of the system.” 

Thanks to reviewer’s constructive comments. We have paid good efforts to revise the 

quality of demonstration section, the hypothetical lesson cases have been replaced by 

the township cases in the real practice. In the demonstration section in the revised 

manuscript, ten lesson cases are stored in Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD), eleven 

feature variables are identified. And by applying the Lessons Mining System, the way 

how to input feature variables, how to retrieve lesson cases from Urbanization Lessons 

Database (ULD), and how to improve decision-making quality have been further 

clarified. The details of revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 

7 

In a time when data abound, and solutions are 

needed, why not employ the study direction 

on a sustainable urbanization issue (i.e., since 

you focused on urban air quality, urban heat 

island)? 

Thanks to reviewer’s constructive advices. This paper focuses on the urban problems 

caused by human errors in previous practices, and applying the lessons learnt from these 

problems to propose proper measures to prevent possible problems in order to achieve 

urbanization sustainability.  

8 
Topically, the manuscript was interesting but 

it lacks scientific innovation. 

Thanks to reviewer’s comment. The authors have paid good efforts to revise the paper. 

The revised manuscript proposed a new method to facilitate decision makers to foresee 

the potential problems if any in their current urbanization process thus proper measures 

can be taken to address these problems. 

9 
Therefore, even if the paper went through a 

significant revise and resubmit to fix the 

Thanks to reviewer’s comment. The previous manuscript has been greatly modified and 

carefully polished. The authors hope this revised manuscript will meet the requirements 



aforementioned, I would recommend it for 

publication in a high-profile journal such as 

Journal of Cleaner Production. 

of Journal of Cleaner Production. 

10 

My suggestion to the author(s) would be to 

take a step back from the study to see what 

contribution(s) to the scientific community 

are made with this paper. 

Thanks for the reviewer’s constructive suggestion. The contribution of this study has 

been further addressed in the revised manuscript. A new method based on Case-based 

Reasoning (CBR) has been proposed, which is able to facilitate decision-makers to 

foresee the potential problems if any in their current urbanization process thus proper 

measures can be taken to address and prevent the reoccurrence of these problems. 

11 
Some questions that should be asked: Is this 

work novel? 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comments. The innovation of this revised manuscript is that a 

new method based on Case-based Reasoning is proposed, which aims to help the 

decision-makers to prevent the reoccurrence of the potential problems by applying 

previous lessons. This has been further addressed in the revised manuscript. 

12 Were the methods conducted correctly? 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comments. The authors have made substantial revisions to 

further present the research methods in the revised manuscript. The Lessons Mining 

System (LMS) in our revised manuscript is a method developed from Case-based 

Reasoning (CBR). The Local-global method was used to conduct the similarity 

matching. 

13 
Does the work provide a theoretical 

contribution? 

Thanks to reviewer’s comments. Lessons Mining System (LMS) in this revised paper 

opens a door to the lessons sharing of urban problems. It represents an innovative 



mechanism in conducting research in the discipline of sustainable urbanization. This 

mechanism enables to carry out comparative analysis on a wide range of past lesson 

practices, thus obtain valuable information to assist decision-makers in formulating 

better actions for promoting sustainable urbanization. 

14 
Does the work provide a methodological 

contribution? 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comments. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is a method that 

helps extract the effective solutions adopted previously in addressing certain type of 

problems and applies these solutions as decision-making references to solve a new 

problem (Yang and Wang, 2009). It is widely used in many fields for decision making 

(Chen et al., 2016a; Zhang and Dai, 2018), problems diagnosis (Gu et al., 2017; Tung et 

al., 2010), products design (Yang and Chen, 2011; Shen et al., 2017a), and business 

management (Carmona et al., 2013; Sartori et al., 2016). In the research method section 

in the revised paper, the Lessons Mining System (LMS) is proposed by developing and 

innovating the CBR. 

15 Could someone replicate my study? 

Thanks for the reviewer’s question. The Lessons Mining System (LMS) in our revised 

manuscript can facilitate decision-makers (LMS user) to foresee the potential problems 

if any in their current urbanization process thus proper measures can be taken to address 

these problems. Decision-makers can foresee the potential problems if any in the current 

urbanization process by inputting feature attributes, the result is replicating. 



16 

I will come back to some details in the 

forthcoming sections. To end, it should be 

noted, that there is a publication within this 

material; however, in its current form I do not 

think it is to the caliber of Journal of Cleaner 

Production. Since this paper is the reciprocal 

of Shen et al. (2013), and I find the paper of 

relatively low scientific innovation, I suggest 

trying to publish this manuscript in the same 

journal Automation in Construction. 

Thanks to reviewer’s comment. Good efforts have been paid by the authors to improve 

the quality of the research paper. The authors hope this revised manuscript will meet the 

requirements of Journal of Cleaner Production. 

17 

Might I suggest simplifying the title to: “A 

lessons mining system for supporting 

decision-making on sustainable urbanization 

strategies” 

The authors appreciated reviewer’s suggestion. By cooperating reviewer’s advice, the 

title has been revised as “A lessons mining system for searching references to support 

decision making towards sustainable urbanization”. 

18 

Do not name-drop in the abstract and doing so 

the way you did decrease the scientific value 

straight-away for your study. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive comments. The name-drop of Shen et al. (2013) 

has been deleted in the abstract of the revised manuscript. 

19 
The writing of this manuscript is poor, with 

many sentences with too many words, and 

Thanks for the reviewer’s comments. Good efforts have been devoted to improving the 

writing quality by inviting assistance of an English native speaker. The sentences have 



other fragmented sentences without enough. I 

suggest getting a scientific copy editor to 

review your work first before sending it to 

review. Write simply, as it can be a beautiful 

thing if many readers can understand your 

research story. If not a native English 

speaker/writer, nor strong at writing in the 

English language, it is recommended to have 

an English technical writer review your work 

before sending it into journal review. For the 

most part, your article was easy to read but 

many sentences were confusing, lacked 

proper syntax, or grammar. 

been carefully polished and careful proof-reading work has been done throughout the 

paper. 

20 

Many statements or concepts need more 

literature support. Furthermore, a random 

diversity of ethnicities cited, from many high 

profile international journals, is needed to 

fully grasp motherhood concepts. 

The authors appreciated the reviewer’s constructive comments. The revised manuscript 

has been greatly modified. More references from high-profile international journals 

have been learned and cited to support the concept, theory, and method of this research 

paper. The details of revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 



21 

The article is too long in spots and too short 

in other places. A paper should be balanced 

and all aspects should support the study, not 

detract. 

The authors appreciated the reviewer’s comments. The content of this paper has been 

revised to be more balanced between different sections. Details of revision can be found 

in the revised manuscript. 

22 

Tables and figures need to stand-alone, with 

their captions providing enough information 

that the reader does not need to go back into 

the text. 

The authors appreciated the reviewer’s constructive advice. The tables and figures have 

been revised to contain more relevant information in the revised paper, which are 

stand-alone. 

23 

This seems foolish, as if you can inform 

"what not to do" surely you can also provide 

"what to do." Seems like a poor 

decision-making tool, and largely academic 

for gaining more publications. Since the two 

methods use almost the same architecture, 

they can now accomplish both ends of the 

sustainable urbanization spectrum (successes 

and failures). 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comments. The original idea of Lessons Mining System (LMS) 

of our manuscript is from Experience Mining System (ExMS) introduced by Shen et al. 

(2013). However, the LMS is based on the Case-based Reasoning (CBR) method and 

aims to foresee and prevent the reoccurrence of the potential problems in the current 

urbanization process by learning the lessons retrieved from previous problems. The 

authors appreciate that preventing the recurrence of those possible problems is essential 

to promote the sustainability of urbanization development. 

24 
I suggest using some synonym for "lessons" 

throughout the paper. 

Thanks for the reviewer’s constructive suggestion. The word "lessons" has been further 

explained in section 2 and section 3 in the revised manuscript: Lessons are often defined 



as valid knowledge which is learned from previous problems or failures (Dash et al., 

2016; Pittman et al., 2014). “knowledge learnt from urban problems caused by human 

errors” can be regarded as the synonym of “lessons”. The details of revision can be 

found in the revised manuscript. 

25 

The second paragraph should summarize all 

urban environmental issues, not focus 

primarily on air and water. In example, habitat 

destruction, invasive species, or anything 

biological in focus were not talked about at 

all. 

The authors appreciate the reviewer’s constructive suggestions. In the revised 

manuscript, the authors provide more dimensions of urban problems, which includes air 

and water pollution, traffic congestion, depletion of cultivated land, habitat destruction, 

the irrational rise of housing price, and various types of urban crimes. The details of 

revision can be found in the revised paper. 

26 

The reviewer should not have to focus on 

sentence syntax, structure, or grammar; 

however, there are many issues here with this 

paper. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comments. Good efforts have been devoted to improving the 

writing quality. The sentences of the paper have been polished and careful proof-reading 

work has been done throughout the paper. 

27 

Double-blind peer-review is a preferred 

method, as in this case my expectations for 

excellence was much higher and expected 

with five authors listed. 

The authors appreciate reviewer’s comments. The double-blind peer-review is indeed a 

perfect method. Your profound knowledge and unique insights have helped the authors 

greatly improve the quality of this paper. We are very honored to be able to get the 

guidance of internationally renowned scholars like you. 



 

 

 

 

28 

There should be a balance between text and 

figures/tables, and most journals would like 

6-8 (combined) to support a paper such as 

this. 

The authors appreciate the reviewer’s advice. The text and figures/tables have been 

revised to be more balanced in the revised manuscript, which includes two tables and 

six figures. The details of revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 

29 

Since this paper is the reciprocal of Shen et al. 

(2013), and I find the paper of relatively low 

scientific innovation, I suggest trying to 

publish this manuscript in the same journal 

Automation in Construction. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comment. Good efforts have been devoted to improve the 

quality of the paper. The scientific innovation has been further addressed in the revised 

manuscript, this paper aims to foresee and prevent the reoccurrence of the potential 

problems in the current urbanization process by learning the lessons retrieved from 

previous problems. The authors hope this revised manuscript will meet the requirements 

of Journal of Cleaner Production. 

30 

Further readings/recommended citations: 

Strunk, W. (2007). The elements of style. 

Penguin. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s advice. After reading carefully the book by Strunk, W. (2007), 

the authors have benefited a lot on improving the quality of paper writing. 



Reviewer 2： 

No Comment Response 

1 

The authors presented a study using text 

mining to learn from past failure cases related 

to sustainable urbanization. This work is 

timely and urgent due to our increasing 

capabilities to collect a large quantity of data 

and cases, and the fast pace of urbanization. 

The potential of this work is thus very 

significant. The topic well fits the journal. 

The discussion on the overall framework has 

been laid out nicely. This reviewer would like 

to raise a few points for the authors to 

consider. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s very supportive and encouraging comments. 

2 

1) Focusing on failure in sustainable 

urbanization is novel, but defining failure is 

challenging as failure in sustainable 

urbanization can mean differently in different 

cases. Thus, it is important to explain how 

The authors appreciated the reviewer’s suggestion. To avoid confusion, failures will be 

replaced by problems emerged during the urbanization development in the revised 

manuscript. The definition and explanation of these problem is further added into 

section 3.1. Details of revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 



failure is defined in this context. 

3 

2) The authors discussed principles for 

representing failure cases, but it would be 

great if the authors specifically discuss the 

actual parameters, categories, and scenarios. 

Although this information is presented in the 

demonstration to a certain level (Fig. 5), it is 

not clear how, for example the parameters are 

sufficient for describing failure cases. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive comment and advice. The discussion of the actual 

scenario features has been added into “/Data input for feature variables about the target 

scenario/” of section 5 in the revised manuscript. The principles for representing failure 

cases has also been further clarified in section 3.1. The application of feature variables 

explaining the target scenario has been clarified and demonstrated in section 4. 

4 

3) It is great that the work is based on the 

previous work of the author(s). To facilitate 

understanding, maybe the authors want to add 

examples explaining Indicators, Parameters, 

and Categories. It will help readers better 

understand how the mining module and 

coding work. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive suggestion. The examples explaining indicators 

and parameters of scenario, problem, and lessons are added in section 3.1 in the revised 

manuscript. 

5 

4) Wonder if the authors have more 

information about the demonstration. Ideally, 

if some results, even hypothetical, can be 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive comments. The authors have devoted great efforts 

to improve the quality of demonstration section. The hypothetical lesson cases have 

been replaced by township cases in the real practice. In demonstration of the revised 



included, they will better support the 

discussions and conclusions. 

manuscript, ten lesson cases are stored in Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD), eleven 

feature variables are identified. And the way how to input feature variables, how to 

retrieve lesson cases from Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD), and how to improve 

decision-making quality by using mined lesson cases have also been further clarified in 

the demonstration section. Details of revision can be found in the revised manuscript. 

 

 

Reviewer 3： 

No Comment Response 

1 

According to the authors: “In order to develop 

the architecture of Lessons Mining System 

(LeMS), the Experience Mining System 

(ExMS) introduced by Shen et al. (2013)* 

will be used as a reference tool.” 

It seems to me that the major difference 

between ExMS and LeMS is that the former 

extracts valuable experiences from past 

successful cases to solve new problems in 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive comments. The original idea of this paper is from 

Experience Mining System (ExMS) introduced by Shen et al. (2013). However, the 

Lessons Mining System (LMS) is an innovative method which is based on the 

Case-based Reasoning (CBR) and aims to foresee as well as prevent the reoccurrence of 

the potential problems in the current urbanization process by learning the lessons 

retrieved from previous problems. The scientific innovation of LMS has been further 

addressed in the revised manuscript. And to better help readers to understand the 

application of LMS, Section 4 (Demonstration) has been modified with good efforts by 

showing the way how to input feature variables, how to retrieve lesson cases from 



promoting sustainability of urbanization, 

whereas the latter does the same with failure 

cases. Using a framework that has been 

developed previously as a base for a new 

research is justified. However, a significant 

portion of the paper is devoted to explanation 

of the framework and not too much in its 

application and use. 

Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD), and how to improve decision-making quality by 

using the mined lesson cases. 

2 

Again according to the authors: “A 

hypothetical demonstration is used to show 

the application of the system.”  

In the case study the City of VSC has a 

serious problem of the air pollution and is 

looking for “not to do lessons” in their plan 

for infrastructure construction and industrial 

upgrading. The use of the LeMS system 

provided them the following failure cases: 

 

the Meuse Valley fog incident in Belgium 

Thanks to the reviewer’s constructive suggestions. In Section 4 (Demonstration) in the 

revised manuscript, the hypothetical lesson cases have been replaced with township 

cases in the real practice. A list of “not to do lessons” has been shown in Figure 6 in 

Section 4, for example, “Local resources endowment has not been utilized effectively, 

such as tourism resources” and “Ignorance of the quality of agricultural products, these 

products are not competitive in the market” in C3 of Yaoshan Town.  

The “not to do lessons” is stored in a specific lesson case in Urbanization Lessons 

Database (ULD). The user (decision-maker) can input feature variables of this scenario 

into LMS, the mined lesson cases will facilitate user to foresee potential problems thus 

proper measures can be taken to address and prevent the occurrence of the problems. 

 



the American Donora smog incident 

the Great Smog incident of London 

the water pollution in Chongqing of China 

the Los Angeles photochemical smog episode 

 

I agree that this demonstration shows that the 

system is capable of identifying failure cases 

related to air pollution but this probably could 

have been done using key words search in 

few databases. I was hoping to see a list of 

“not to do lessons.” The LeMS system should 

be able to store “not to do lessons” for each 

failure case and provide them to the user 

when the user has a similar case. 

3 

My suggestion is that the authors elaborate 

more on application of the LeMS system and 

its capabilities for the user. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s suggestions. The authors have devoted good efforts to improve 

the quality of Demonstration of Lessons Mining System (LMS) in Section 4 in the 

revised manuscript, showing the way decision-maker (user) to input feature variables, to 

retrieve lesson cases from Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD), and to improve 

decision-making quality by using the mined lesson cases. The capabilities of LMS for 



the user have been further addressed in “/Foreseeing the potential problems and 

planning proper actions/” of section 5. Details of revision can be found in the revised 

paper. 

4 

I also suggest a careful editing of the paper 

for grammar. For example, see the following 

examples on how editing the paper will 

improve its readability: 

Page 3 – line 3: “LeMS can facilitate 

decision-makers to engage in effective 

decision-making process and select strategies 

for promoting sustainable urbanization by 

mining lessons from existing failure 

practices” should be revised as “LeMS can 

facilitate decision-making process and help 

decision makers select strategies for 

promoting sustainable urbanization by mining 

lessons from existing failure practices”. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s kind reminder. The expression of “LeMS can facilitate 

decision-makers to engage in effective decision-making process and select strategies for 

promoting sustainable urbanization by mining lessons from existing failure practices” 

has been deleted in revised manuscript. 

5 
Page 5 – line 26: “Respiratory diseases, such 

as pneumonia, are very popular” should be 

Thanks to reviewer’s comment. The expression of “Respiratory diseases, such as 

pneumonia, are very popular” has been deleted in revised manuscript. And the word 



revised as “Respiratory diseases, such as 

pneumonia, are very common”. 

“popular” which was used to describe the serious problems or diseases is replaced by 

the word “common” in the revised manuscript. 

6 

Page 5 – line 15: “A typical strategy for 

avoiding problems recurring is to learn the 

lessons from past practices which suffered 

from similar problems” should be revised as 

“A typical strategy for avoiding problems 

recurring is to learn from past practices with 

similar conditions”. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s comment. The expression of “A typical strategy for avoiding 

problems recurring is to learn the lessons from past practices which suffered from 

similar problems” has been deleted in revised manuscript. 

7 

Page 5 – line 39: “Zhao et al. (2014) affirmed 

the importance of lessons learned from past 

chemical accidents to help industries to 

reduce the risk of catastrophic chemical 

accidents that may occur in future” should be 

revised as “Zhao et al. (2014) affirmed the 

importance of lessons learned from past 

chemical accidents to help the chemical 

industry reduce the risk of catastrophic 

accidents in future”. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s kind reminder. The correction has been made in the revised 

manuscript. 



8 

Page 5 – line 50: “could have helped to 

prevent” should be revised as “could have 

helped prevent”. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s kind reminder. The correction has been made accordingly in 

the revised manuscript. 

9 
Page 7 – line 20: “what should not to do” 

should be revised as “what not to do”. 

Thanks to the reviewer’s kind reminder. The correction has been made in the revised 

manuscript. 

10 
Page 14 – line 6: “As mentioned early” 

should be revised as “As mentioned earlier”. 

Thanks for your comment. The expression of “As mentioned early” has been deleted in 

revised manuscript. 

 

 



Highlights: 

 A Lessons Mining System (LMS) is proposed. 

 LMS is a new method of mining lessons learnt from urbanization problems. 

 LMS can facilitate decision-makers to foresee potential problems. 

 LMS can facilitate decision-makers to improve decision-making quality. 

 A demonstration of Yangwu is used to show the application of LMS. 
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Figure 1. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) cycle 
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Figure 2. The architecture of Lessons Mining System (LMS) 
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A urbanization lessons case

Scenario description

 Environmental: landform, climate 

 Economic: income, finance 

 Social: education, health, population 

 Governance: transparent, accountable 

Problem description

 Air pollution

 Water pollution

 Traffic congestion 

 Depletion of cultivated land

 Habitat destruction

 Irrational rise of urban housing price

 Urban crimes

  

Lessons

 Insufficient government investment

 Excessive acquisition of farming land

 Inadequate assessment on urban carrying 

capacity

 Housing shortage for rural-urban migrant

 Inappropriate urban planning

  

 

Figure 3. The structure of a lesson case 
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Figure 4. Parameter Coding Structure in LMS 
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Figure 5. ULD index structure adapted from Shen et al. (2013) 

 



 

 

 Global similarity: 0.8849

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Low 

income by residents

Lessons
 P3-1: Irrational land use planning.

 P3-2: Lack of effective land-transfer 

policies.

 P 3 - 3 :  Lack of supervision 

mechanism about land use.

 Global similarity: 0.8734

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Less GDP

Lessons
 P 3 -1 : Ambiguous definition on 

township industry orientation. There 

are many industries in the town, 

including agriculture, aquaculture, 

and construction materials, but there 

is a lack of competitive industries.

Second Case (C2: Dalucao Town)

Urbanization Lessons Database (ULD)

The scenario of Jichang town (C9)

 P1-1=21.37, P1-2=4.07
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The scenario of Boguo town (C4)

 P1-1=15.88, P1-2=59.79
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P1-6=235, P1-7=42.5, P1-8=150, P1-9=80.1, P1-10=92, P1-11=88.1

Calculation of the similarity 

between target scenario and 

lesson cases scenario

The inputs of feature variables Lessons-case Retrieval Ranking between the mined lesson cases

Lessons
 P 3 - 1 : Local resources endowment 

has not been utilized effectively, 

such as tourism resources.

 P 3 - 2 :  Ignorance of the quality of 

agricultural products. This products 

are not competitive in the market.

Economic Features

 P1-1: Gross output value of primary industry (Ten million yuan)

 P1-2: Gross output value of tertiary industry (Ten million yuan)

 P1-3: Per capita disposable income of permanent residents (Ten 

thousand Yuan)

Social Features

 P1-4: Resident population (Ten thousand)

 P1-5: Urbanization rate (%)

 P1-6: Highway mileage (km)

Environmental Features

 P1-7: Distance to the main city (km)

 P1-8: The total area (km2)

 P1-9: Forest cover rate (%)

Governance Features

 P1-10: Number of civil servant (Person)

 P1-11: Undergraduate ratio of civil servant (%)

User Interface (UI)

 Global similarity: 0.8593

 Reported time: 2016

 P2 (Problem): Low 

income by residents

Lessons
 P 3 -1:  Lack of advanced planting 

techniques. The town depends on 

the development of the primary 
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still in their infancy.

Third Case (C10: Nanming Town)

 Global similarity: 0.8306
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Figure 6. Lessons-mining demonstration 



 

 

Table 1. The major sources for collecting lesson information associating with urban problems 

Sources Details of information sources 

Books Ma et al. (2004); Barria and Thajchayapong (2011); Shapiro (2012). 

Journal papers 

Alam and Ahmed (2013); Black (2003); Brook (2008); Cao et al. (2011); 

Chen et al. (2016b); Chen et al. (2013); Christidis and Rivas (2012); 

Contreras and Ferri (2016); Dockery et al. (1993). 

Regional reports European Commission (Revel, 2011). 

National reports 
The Government of China (Xinhua, 2017), the Central Pollution Control 

Board in India (Bhawan and Nagar, 2015). 

City reports 

Xingtai City in China (Zhang et al., 2015), Mexico City (Moreno et al., 

2008), Ulaanbaatar City in Mongolia (Amarsaikhan et al., 2014), Tirana 

City in Albania (Mandija and Zoga, 2012), Delhi City in India (Singh and 

Peshin, 2014). 
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Table 2. The global similarity between target scenario and all the lesson cases in ULD 

Lesson cases 

Similarity 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

Local similarity 

P1-1 0.1729 0.9002 0.9044 0.9563 0.8271 0.7899 0.9874 0.8316 0.9834 0.9399 

P1-2 0.8316 0.9852 0.9892 0.9858 0.6565 0.0152 0.7756 0.9848 0.9863 0.9852 

P1-3 0.6576 0.9730 0.9441 0.8368 0.6513 0.0559 0.8641 0.9286 0.9864 0.9714 

P1-4 0.7754 0.9995 0.9893 0.8998 0.9103 0.3907 0.0108 0.9898 0.9953 0.9959 

P1-5 0.1936 0.9299 0.8841 0.4545 0.3439 0.0408 0.2191 0.9032 0.9592 0.7873 

P1-6 0.1997 0.9567 0.9982 0.9996 0.2263 0.0433 0.2581 0.9805 0.9629 0.9801 

P1-7 0.6075 0.6836 0.8816 0.8792 0.7041 0.7283 0.7886 0.4988 0.8973 0.3925 

P1-8 0.8175 0.7935 0.8470 0.7639 0.8891 1.0000 0.8394 0.2436 0.8472 0.7285 

P1-9 0.1429 0.4714 0.6941 0.4386 0.3929 0.2500 0.1250 0.8750 0.3732 0.9482 

P1-10 0.2028 0.9915 0.9549 0.2620 0.1859 0.0930 0.1775 0.9887 0.9606 0.9071 

P1-11 0.8464 0.9232 0.6467 0.2320 0.9078 0.8310 0.9846 0.4624 0.1843 0.8157 

Global similarity  0.4953 0.8734 0.8849 0.7008 0.6087 0.3853 0.5482 0.7897 0.8306 0.8593 

 

 

 


